Galactic cosmic ray (GCR) measurements of the phosphorus, sulfur, argon, and calcium isotopes made by the Cosmic Ray Isotope Spectrometer aboard the Advanced Composition Explorer are reported over the energy range from ∼100 to ∼400 MeV nucleon −1 . The propagation of cosmic rays through the Galaxy and heliosphere is modeled with constraints imposed by measurements. Isotopic source abundance ratios 31 P/ 32 S, 34 S/ 32 S, 38 Ar/ 36 Ar, and 44 Ca/ 40 Ca are deduced. The derived 31 P/ 32 S ratio is 2.34 ± 0.34 times larger than the solar system value, lending further credence to the suggestion that refractory elements are enriched in the GCRs due to the sputtering of ions off grains in the cores of superbubbles. By determining the GCR source abundances of argon (a noble gas) and calcium (a refractory), it is determined that material in grains is accelerated to GCR energies a factor of 6.4 ± 0.3 more efficiently than gas-phase material in this charge range. With this information, the dust fraction of phosphorus and sulfur in the interstellar material that is mixed with stellar ejecta to form the GCR seed material is found to be consistent with astronomical observations.
INTRODUCTION
The galactic cosmic rays (GCRs) detected near Earth provide a unique perspective on astrophysical processes because they are the only high-energy, extrasolar material that is directly sampled. The elemental and isotopic GCR composition, measured with high precision in recent years by satellite experiments (Engelmann et al. 1990; George et al. 2009; Wiedenbeck et al. 2001b Wiedenbeck et al. , 2007a , is similar to solar system material for many species but differs significantly for others. Any theory for the proposed GCR source environment and acceleration mechanism must be consistent with modern measurements over the ensemble of GCR species.
When the abundances of elements in the GCRs are compared with those of elements in the solar system, refractory elements are significantly enhanced relative to those of volatile elements. A proposed mechanism for this enhancement is the preferential acceleration of refractory elements due to injection by sputtering off preaccelerated, high-velocity refractory grains through collisions with ambient gas in the GCR acceleration environment . These atoms are later accelerated to GCR energies. The GCR elemental abundances have been shown to be ordered by the observed depletion of those elements out of the gas phase (and onto grains) in the interstellar medium (ISM) (Tarafdar & Apparao 1981) : the elements that exist mostly in grains in the ISM are more abundant in the GCRs. In addition, first ionization potential (FIP) is inversely correlated with condensation temperature for most elements seen in the GCRs. Therefore, the observed GCR enrichment could be controlled by FIP as was first thought (Cassé & Goret 1978; Meyer 1985) instead of an element's propensity for condensing into grains. 6 Current address: University of California, Berkeley-Space Sciences Laboratory, 7 Gauss Way, Berkeley, CA 94720-7450, USA; ogliore@ssl.berkeley.edu.
The physical mechanism for preferential acceleration of low-FIP species to GCR energies involves, for most models (e.g., Meyer 1985) , a two-step acceleration at different locations. To determine whether the controlling parameter of GCR fractionation is FIP or volatility, precise measurements of elements that break the FIP-volatility correlation are needed. Phosphorus and sulfur have very similar FIPs (∼11 eV), but sulfur condenses at ∼700 K whereas phosphorus condenses at ∼1250 K (Lodders 2003) . The GCR source ratio of phosphorus to sulfur, when compared to the bulk solar system ratio (as determined from meteoritic and photospheric abundances by Lodders 2003) , can help distinguish whether FIP or volatility is responsible for the observed GCR fractionation George et al. 2001) .
It has been argued that the acceleration site of GCRs is likely to be the hot, tenuous cores of superbubbles produced by OB associations (Higdon et al. 1998; Higdon & Lingenfelter 2003) . Dust grains and gas from the interstellar medium mix with ejecta from supernovae and outflow from massive stars that evolve into Wolf-Rayet (W-R) stars inside the superbubble (Lingenfelter & Higdon 2007) . Supernova shocks accelerate the mixture of older ISM material and freshly synthesized ejecta from corecollapse Type Ib/c and Type II supernovae, as well as the ejecta from W-R stars and some Type Ia supernova ejecta. Certain physical parameters of this situation should be manifest in the composition of the GCRs. First ionization potential should have little reference to the GCR acceleration process in the nearly fully ionized superbubble interior, so the GCR P/S ratio should be larger than that found in solar system material if the GCR fractionation is controlled by volatility. If the isotopic composition of the ISM material is different from that of the stellar ejecta, the amount of mixing between these components should be seen in the composition of the GCRs accelerated from that mix. As described by Ellison et al. (1997) , supernova shocks No. 1, 2009 P, S, Ar, Ca ISOTOPIC COMPOSITION OF GCR SOURCE 667 preferentially accelerate higher rigidity particles. Therefore, the material present in old ISM grains and supernova condensate grains is accelerated to ∼0.1 MeV nucleon −1 more efficiently than gas-phase material because these charged grains are seen as very high rigidity particles by the shock. After sputtering, the ions are accelerated further by the shock, resulting in a GCR enhancement of matter that is condensed into grains in the GCR seed material.
The mixture of material inside superbubbles has been estimated to be ∼20% ejecta and ∼80% material from the surrounding ISM. This mixing was calculated by Higdon & Lingenfelter (2003) using the measurements by Binns et al. (2000) of the GCR neon isotopes at Earth and then determining the cosmic ray source 22 Ne/ 20 Ne ratio, which is about five times larger than the solar system value. The 80/20 mixing is consistent with other GCR isotope ratios that are affected by the W-R component in the GCR source:
58 Fe/ 56 Fe and 12 C/ 16 O (Binns et al. 2005) . The element ratios Si/Fe, C/Fe, and O/Fe in the GCRs as well as the Be/Fe ratio in old halo stars have been shown to be consistent with approximately 80/20 mixing of fresh supernova ejecta and old interstellar medium (Lingenfelter & Higdon 2007) .
In this paper, we present measurements of the isotopes of phosphorus, sulfur, argon, and calcium made by the Cosmic Ray Isotope Spectrometer (CRIS; Stone et al. 1998 ) aboard the Advanced Composition Explorer (ACE). From these measurements, the isotopic source abundances are derived using purely secondary GCR species as tracers of the secondary production (Stone & Wiedenbeck 1979) . The GCR species investigated in this paper cover the range from highly volatile species that exist solely in the gas phase (argon) to refractory isotopes that readily condense into grains (calcium). From the GCR source abundances of these isotopes, we obtain insight into the grain and gas composition of the cosmic ray source material.
MEASUREMENTS
The CRIS instrument aboard ACE measures the elemental and isotopic composition of GCRs by making multiple measurements of a particle's dE/dx and its total energy (Stone et al. 1998) . The sensor system is composed of four stacks of silicon solid-state detectors (sometimes with two detector wafers electronically connected to make a single effective detector) and a scintillating fiber hodoscope to measure the particle's trajectory through the detector stack.
The CRIS measurements used in this work were obtained between 1997 August 28 and 1999 August 17, a period of low solar modulation. This data set was selected to have incoming trajectories less than 50
• from the normal to the detector surface because the mass resolution of the sensor system degrades at larger angles due to multiple Coulomb scattering (Stone et al. 1998) . The mass resolution as a function of incident angle for Range 7 sulfur (sulfur nuclei stopping in the seventh detector in the stack of silicon detectors) is shown in Figure 1 . Particles that deposited energy in the last detector in the detector stack or had trajectories and measured energies consistent with having exited through the sides of the instrument without stopping in a detector, as well as those that only deposited energy in the first detector, were eliminated. The remaining particles are those that stopped in the detector stack and penetrated at least two detectors, a requirement for calculating a particle's charge and mass. Charge collection 50-60 μm from the detector surface, known as the dead layer, is inefficient, and particles that deposit only a small amount of energy in the stopping detector are not Two dominant contributions to mass resolution in the CRIS data are from Landau fluctuations (energy loss fluctuations in the dE detector) and multiple Coulomb scattering (deflections in the particle's trajectory caused by Coulomb interactions between the incident charged particle and the detector material). The multiple scattering contribution, shown here as a dotted line calculated from theory (Stone et al. 1998) for Range 7 sulfur in CRIS, increases with increasing angle, where Landau fluctuations (dashed line) remain constant as the angle of the incident particle increases. The solid line shows the total mass resolution, the quadrature sum of these two components.
identified accurately during data reduction. To further improve the resolution of the data set, particles stopping near these dead layers (specifically, in the top 150 μm of the top detector wafer and bottom 500 μm of the bottom detector wafer) were removed. Particles that fragmented in the detector stack were also discarded from the data set by requiring consistency among the multiple calculations of particle charge Z. In addition, a consistent trajectory measured by the scintillating optical fiber trajectory (SOFT) hodoscope is required of each incoming particle, and it must pass more than 500 μm away from the edge of the active area. Particles must pass more than 500 μm from the edge of the silicon detectors.
The particles with trajectories less than 25
• from the detector normal were analyzed separately from particles with trajectories between 25
• and 50
• . Phosphorus, sulfur, argon, and calcium mass histograms are shown in Figure 2 for CRIS range 4 with trajectories less than 25
• . The abundances of the isotopes for events with trajectories between 25
• were determined with reasonable precision as shown in Figure 3 . The large-angle isotope abundances agreed, to within statistical uncertainties, with the small-angle data so the two data sets were combined to yield approximately a factor of 2 increase in statistics over the small-angle data. The histogrammed counts of an element measured by the CRIS instrument over this time period results in a Gaussian-like bell curve for each isotope, where the width of the Gaussian depends, in part, on the incident angle of the incoming particle. The dependence of the mass resolution as a function of incident angle was determined for each element. This dependence was then used in a multiple-Gaussian maximum likelihood technique to fit the data and obtain abundances for each isotope, with the mean mass of the isotope also taken as a free parameter in the fit. Isotope counts for each detector range are given in Tables 2-5. The counts were calculated by summing the maximum likelihood fits of the small-angle and large-angle data and applying corrections for spallation losses and efficiency of the SOFT hodoscope. The median energy for each element and CRIS detector range is also given. To obtain isotope ratios for the same energy interval, a correction must be applied to the counts of an isotope in a given CRIS range to account for the slightly different energy interval and spectral shape of the two Ogliore (2007) . As described earlier, nuclei that fragment in the CRIS detector stack are removed from the data set. The probability for a given nucleus to fragment depends on the mass of the nucleus, so it is necessary to correct for this when comparing CRIS abundances of different isotopes. The calculated survival probability for species of interest in this study varies from 89% for Range 2 31 P to 56% for range 8 44 Ca. At most, the fragmentation correction for the isotope ratios is ∼3%; details for this correction are also discussed in Ogliore (2007) . A conservative error estimate of 3% is assigned to this correction.
The final corrected isotope ratios are also given in Tables 2-5 . The 1σ uncertainty on the ratio is the quadrature sum of the uncertainty derived from the maximum likelihood fit (close to statistical uncertainty) and the systematic uncertainty from the fragmentation correction. 
SOURCE ABUNDANCES
To calculate the isotope ratios of phosphorus, sulfur, argon, and calcium at the GCR source, the physical changes a GCR species undergoes during propagation through the interstellar medium must be taken into account. The quantity of a given isotope observed at Earth is the sum of a primary component that originated at the GCR source and a secondary component that is produced by spallation on interstellar atoms during cosmic ray propagation. Isotopes observed in the GCRs near Earth but absent from the source can be used to estimate the secondary production of the partially primary isotope of interest if they have similar spallation parentage. This is the "tracer method," described in Stone & Wiedenbeck (1979) Ca are much more abundant in the GCRs observed by CRIS than in the material ejected by supernovae (Rauscher et al. 2002) or seen in the solar system (Lodders 2003) , so these isotopes are used to trace the secondary production of the partially primary isotopes of P, S, Ar, and Ca.
A steady-state leaky-box propagation model (Meneguzzi et al. 1971; Yanasak et al. 2001 ) is employed to derive GCR interstellar spectra. Particle fluxes are the result of a balance between acceleration, ionization energy loss, escape from the Galaxy, radioactive decay, and production and loss due to spallation. In this model, it is assumed that propagation follows acceleration and there is no reacceleration as the cosmic rays propagate through the Galaxy. The leaky-box transport equation
where q i is the source abundance of species i with source spectral shape f i ( ), is the energy per nucleon, and w i is the specific ionization per nucleon of species i. The terms on the right-hand side of Equation (1) represent the production of i by the source, the destruction of i by fragmentation or radioactive decay during propagation through the Galaxy, the production of i from the fragmentation or radioactive decay of heavier nuclei j during propagation, and changes in the spectral shape due to ionization energy loss. The cosmic rays that come from the source q i f i ( ) are primary cosmic rays; those produced by the fragmentation of heavier nuclei are secondary cosmic rays. Equation (1) contains the mean free paths for production (Λ ji ) and for loss (Λ i ), which themselves represent several distinct processes:
The escape-probability from the Galaxy in the leaky-box model is manifested in Equation (3) He ji are the cross sections for the production of the nucleus i from the spallation of nucleus j by hydrogen and helium respectively, and the mass density of the interstellar medium is ρ = n H M H + n He M He . The decay of radioactive isotopes with lifetimes comparable to the 15 million year mean residence time of cosmic rays in the Galaxy is accounted for by the last term in the above equations, with v representing the particle's velocity, γ the corresponding Lorentz factor, τ i the mean lifetime for the decay of i, and τ ji the mean lifetime for the decay of isotope j to isotope i.
The HEAO-3-C2 instrument measured cosmic rays at energies from 0.6 to 35 GeV nucleon −1 , where solar modulation does not greatly alter the spectral shape of the nuclei over most of the energy interval. Leaky-box calculations by Engelmann et al. (1990) showed that source spectra proportional to a power law in momentum per nucleon, P, fit these measurements well. For this work, we assume the source spectral shape to be
Previously calculated cosmic ray source abundances, where available, were used for q i in Equation (1) (as in Wiedenbeck et al. 2001b) , and solar system composition with fractionation effects was assumed for those nuclides i where nominal cosmic ray abundances are not known. Energy-dependent cross-section measurements are needed to calculate the spallation of a nucleus to a lighter species due to collisions with particles in the ISM (assumed to be 90% hydrogen and 10% helium by number). The semiempirical crosssection formulae of Webber et al. (1990) are used. A large data set of direct cross-section measurements was compiled and used to scale the Webber formulae to experimental measurements for the reactions where this data is available (see Ogliore 2007 for more details). One of the most important parent nuclei for the production of P, S, Ar, and Ca during propagation is 56 Fe because of its high abundance in the GCRs and moderate cross section for producing isotopes in the mass range of 30-50. Spallation of 56 Fe produces between ∼10% and ∼40% of the total secondary contribution of GCR P, S, Ar, and Ca nuclei arriving at Earth. Measurements of the spallation products of 56 Fe nuclei accelerated into a liquid hydrogen target (Villagrasa-Canton et al. 2007 ) over the energy range 300-1500 MeV nucleon −1 provided experimental data to better estimate this important contribution to the GCR secondary component.
The interstellar energy spectra of all the parent nuclei for the isotope of interest are calculated, then the spectra at Earth are calculated using a spherically symmetric solar modulation model for transport from the interstellar medium to the inner heliosphere (Fisk 1971) . These modulated spectra may differ from the CRIS observations due to uncertainties in the spallation cross sections or incorrect source abundances. It is assumed that an overall scale factor will bring the modeled spectra into agreement with the observations, so the interstellar parent spectra are scaled to match the observations as shown in Figure 4 . This effectively removes the necessity to know spallation cross sections for all reactions except those that generate the isotopes of interest (Wiedenbeck et al. 2007a (Wiedenbeck et al. , 2007b . For example, to calculate the source abundance of 34 S, it is not necessary to know the cross section to produce 40 Ca from 44 Ti since the 40 Ca spectrum is scaled to CRIS observations. The free parameters of the tracer leaky-box calculation are the source abundances of the two isotopes of interest and the escape mean free path, Λ esc , which is assumed to take the form given in Davis et al. (2000) :
where β is the particle's velocity divided by the speed of light, R is the particle's rigidity, and Λ 0 is an overall normalization factor. A larger Λ esc means the cosmic rays have traversed more material and thus more primary particles have fragmented into lighter secondaries. In this manner, the measured spectra of the tracer isotopes determine Λ esc , and consequently, the secondary component of the partially primary isotopes. The determination of source abundances can be thought of as a minimization problem, where the quantity to be minimized is a χ 2 between the leaky-box-modeled, solar-modulated spectra and the CRIS observations, with the uncertainties being a quadrature sum of uncertainties in the modeled spectra and statistical uncertainties in the CRIS measurements. The solar modulation parameter was calculated to be 494 ± 34 MV from a separate implementation of the leaky-box calculation. This value is in agreement with the modulation parameter as calculated from CRIS spectral shapes (Wiedenbeck et al. 2005) .
The leaky-box model spectra are uncertain due to the spallation cross sections. An uncertainty is associated with each spallation cross-section reaction. The Webber formulae are assumed to be 25% uncertain; Webber et al. (1990) claim 10% uncertainties, but analysis of other semiempirical formulae after more data became available yields uncertainties up to 35% (Raisbeck 1979) . If cross-section data exists to scale the Webber formulae, the uncertainty is recalculated taking into account the quoted errors on the measurements. The data-normalized cross sections have uncertainties ranging from 5% to 15%.
The source abundances are determined by finding the minimum χ 2 of the pair of isotopes of interest and the four tracers simultaneously. The source abundances of the partially primary isotopes are varied along with the overall normalization of the escape mean free path (Λ 0 in Equation (5)) until the solarmodulated leaky-box spectra match the CRIS observations. The leaky-box spectra and CRIS observations are shown for the four tracers and seven partially primary isotopes in Figure 5 ; the . Modulated model spectra (solid lines) are multiplied by a constant to fit CRIS measurements (circles) to obtain scaled spectra at Earth (dashed lines). Shown here are three examples of scaled spectra. The predicted spectral shape of the models is reasonably close to the observations, so only the overall magnitude needs to be adjusted to fit the data. secondary contributions to the isotope spectra are given by the dashed lines (equal to the total spectra for the tracer isotopes). Measurement uncertainties are indicated by the error bars on the points; model (cross section) uncertainties are indicated by the dotted lines.
Uncertainties of the source abundances can also be calculated based on the cross-section uncertainties and CRIS measurement errors. The source abundance of each isotope will have an optimal value at the minimum χ 2 , and the 1σ uncertainty will be at minimum χ 2 + 1 (Orear 1982). Correlated uncertainties exist between the source abundance and the escape mean free path Λ esc , so 1σ error ellipses are computed to determine the maximal correlated error between these two parameters. The source abundance uncertainty correlations with the uncertainty in the modulation parameter, ±34 MV, was found to be insignificant, giving these results robustness over a range of values for the solar modulation parameter near solar minimum. The minimization problem has 39 degrees of freedom (dof): 42 measured intensities (two partially primary isotopes and four tracer isotopes, with seven intensities for each isotope corresponding to the ranges of CRIS events) minus three free parameters to be fit (the abundances of the two partially primary isotopes, and the escape mean free path). The optimal reduced χ 2 values for the source abundance calculations were between 1.0 and 1.2.
The GCR source abundance ratios for the isotopes of P, S, Ar, and Ca are given in Table 6 , along with the solar system ratio from Lodders (2003) . Also listed in Table 6 are the ratios calculated in two GALPROP models for comparison ). The GALPROP code solves a set of transport equations for all cosmic ray species and has a detailed treatment of the physics involved in cosmic ray propagation throughout the Galaxy ). The propagated abundances were adjusted to CRIS observations using an iterative procedure. Although the GALPROP model employs a completely different technique, the source ratios obtained in the two models (diffusive reacceleration and plain diffusion) are close to the ratios derived in this work, indicating that the results are very robust. The source of the notable deviations in the case of Ar isotopes is not known with certainty and will be investigated in future work.
For a number of the nuclides considered in this study, the abundances in the cosmic rays arriving at Earth contain sizeable contributions from secondary material produced during propagation, as shown in Figure 5 . Relatively small fractional uncertainties in the corrections that must be made for these secondary contributions can lead to larger fractional uncertainties in the derived source abundances. In this region of the periodic table, the production of secondaries is due to the fragmentation of a sizeable number of heavier nuclides that make comparable contributions. The total uncertainty on the secondary production of the P, S, Ar, and Ca isotopes during GCR propagation due to (assumed uncorrelated) cross-section uncertainties for all the spallation parent nuclei is calculated to be between 2.9% and 4.8%. These uncertainties are shown as dotted lines in the modeled spectra in Figure 5 .
The tracer isotopes can be used to check this total crosssection uncertainty. From Equation (1), ignoring energy loss, which will not change interstellar abundances, we see for a tracer isotope with no source abundance:
The loss mean free path Λ i is determined by the purely secondary tracer isotopes of 33 S, 36 S, 42 Ca, and 43 Ca. Since the loss balances the production in the steady-state leaky-box model, the uncertainty in the derived mean Λ i for the ensemble of tracers reflects the variation of the production of individual tracers. Since the production variation of an individual tracer should just be the total cross-section uncertainty for that tracer (2.9%-4.8%), we can use the variance in Λ i given by the ensemble of tracers to see if our total cross-section uncertainty estimates are reasonable.
For each tracer isotope, the loss mean free path Λ i and its uncertainty are calculated by the χ 2 -minimization procedure described previously. The uncertainty on the mean of these four values is ∼1.7%. The average variance of the ensemble is the square root of the number of tracers times ∼1.7%, which is ∼3.4%. Since ∼3.4% is consistent with the range of total cross-section uncertainties, 2.9%-4.8%, we conclude that these cross-section uncertainties are reasonable. The partially primary isotopes have similar parents as the tracers, so the uncertainty on the production of these isotopes is about the same as the tracer production uncertainty (assuming that the measured cross-section data is available for the tracer isotope as it is for the partially primary isotopes, which is the case for this set of isotopes). The total production uncertainty is significantly smaller than the individual cross-section uncertainties from a single reaction because many cross sections go into the production of an isotope from all of its spallation parents. As mentioned earlier, cross-section uncertainties are assumed to be uncorrelated, so the uncertainty on the total production of a given isotope can be quite small as cross-section errors average out, yielding the rather modest source abundance uncertainties given in Table 6 . The assumption of uncorrelated cross-section errors cannot be strictly valid; some correlations can be expected due to systematic errors that affect multiple cross sections measured in the same experiment as well as to the use of semiempirical formulae to estimate cross sections that have not been measured. Hinshaw & Wiedenbeck (1983) compared the uncertainties in derived elemental source abundances for the cases of fully uncorrelated and fully correlated cross-section errors. As an example, they found that if all partial cross sections have 35% uncertainties, then these result in an uncertainty in the source abundance of P of 25% with no correlations and ∼70% with full correlation. Since the time of that study many of the most important cross sections have been measured, resulting in smaller uncertainties and less correlation. An investigation of the extent to which correlations of cross-section errors could realistically affect the accuracy of the source abundances that we have presented is beyond the scope of the present study but the possibility of correlations should be kept in mind when using our results. Thayer (1997) measured the 34 S/ 32 S ratio in the heliosphere to be 0.242 ± 0.027 over an energy range approximately equivalent to CRIS ranges 2-5. This value is consistent with the CRIS 34 S/ 32 S ratios, given in Table 3 . Thayer then estimated the 34 S/ 32 S GCR source ratio to be 0.062 ± 0.026 0.029, where the first error is statistical and the second is due to uncertainty in the propagation calculation. This value is more uncertain, but ). c GALPROP Plain Diffusion Model ). d As given by Lodders (2003) .
consistent with, the value derived here (0.039 ± 0.005, Table 6 ). George et al. (2001) calculated the source 31 P/ 32 S ratio using CRIS data and a variation of the tracer technique employed here and found the value to be 0.065 ± 0.01, within 2σ of the value derived in this work.
DISCUSSION

Superbubble Composition
The acceleration site and compositional source of GCRs is likely the cores of superbubbles. Superbubbles contain a mixture of interstellar medium material and ejecta from core-collapse supernovae and massive star winds. The superbubble material from which GCRs are accelerated is assumed to be composed of 80% ISM and 20% ejecta, based on the analysis of the 22 Ne/ 20 Ne GCR source ratio and other isotope ratios (Higdon & Lingenfelter 2003; Binns et al. 2005) , as well as the elements Si, C, O, and Fe (Lingenfelter & Higdon 2007) . The composition of the superbubble interior or, equivalently, the GCR seed material, is calculated here based on Higdon & Lingenfelter (2003) and Lingenfelter & Higdon (2007) .
The superbubble-progenitor OB association is assumed to have a Salpeter initial mass function (IMF; dN/dM ∝ M −2.35 ; Salpeter 1955), consistent with the observations of nearby OB associations (Massey et al. 1995) . A star with mass greater than 8 M and less than 25 M will explode as a Type II supernova. For initial masses greater than 25-40 M (depending upon the star's metallicity and whether the rotation is taken into account) the star will enter the W-R phase (Meynet & Maeder 2005) , lose its outer envelope to winds, and explode as a Type Ib/c supernova if the stellar metallicity is roughly solar or less (Heger et al. 2003) . Stars with very large initial masses and metallicity somewhat less than solar will collapse into a black hole and accrete the material that is expelled in the supernova. No material is injected into the environment, so nothing is contributed to the cosmic-ray seed population. The lower limit mass for black hole formation is taken to be 40 M (Fryer 1999) . A fraction of Type Ia supernovae (explosions of white dwarf stars which live much longer than a superbubble) occur inside the superbubble by chance, and will contribute their ejecta to the GCR seed material in the superbubble core.
The accumulated freshly synthesized ejecta material inside the superbubble comes from core-collapse supernovae of Type II and Type Ib/c, W-R winds, and Type Ia supernovae. The SNII ejecta yields used in this work are from from 8 M to 15 M and Rauscher et al. (2002) from 15 M to 25 M . For SNIbc, yields as a function of the progenitor star's helium core mass as calculated by are used. Results from Arnett (1978) were used to relate the helium core mass to the star's initial main-sequence mass. The massive-star models of Meynet et al. (2001) were used by S. Goriely (2005, private communication) to calculate abundances in the W-R winds ejected between the star's birth and the end of the W-R phase for initial stellar masses 40 M , 60 M , and 85 M (see also Binns et al. 2005; Arnould et al. 2006) . Type Ia supernovae were assumed to occur at a rate of 0.3 per century uniformly in the galaxy (van den Bergh & McClure 1994; Hatano et al. 1997) . The "W7 model" yields of Iwamoto et al. (1999) were used to calculate the SN Ia contributions to the superbubble core, taken to be within the inner 30% of the superbubble radius (Westphal & Bradley 2004) . The ejected masses of 32 S and 34 S per star from SNII, SNIbc, and W-R stars, weighted by the Salpeter IMF are shown in Figure 6 .
The GCRs observed at Earth are likely to be a sample of matter from a number of superbubbles, instead of just from a single OB association. There are ∼20 OB associations within 500 pc of the solar neighborhood (Binns et al. 2007) , the region where most GCRs of a few hundred MeV nucleon −1 are likely to originate (Streitmatter et al. 1985) . This ensemble is a sample of superbubbles in various stages of their evolution, so to calculate the composition of the GCR seed material, it is necessary to derive the time evolution of the superbubble composition and then take a time average over the cosmic-rayaccelerating lifetime of the superbubble. Since GCRs are likely to be only accelerated when supernova shocks are present in the superbubble, this average should be weighted by the supernova rate. The stellar initial mass-lifetime relationship derived by Higdon & Lingenfelter (2003) from data in Schaller et al. (1992) for 7-120 M is given by
where C 1−5 = [0.0119914, −0.218395, 1.69502, −6.6851, 11.9115]; t is in Myr and M has units of solar masses. The relative supernova rate in the superbubble, dN/dt, can be deduced simply from Equation (7) and the Salpeter IMF, dN/dt = (dN/dM)(dM/dt). The accumulated ejecta mass of an isotope in a superbubble as a function of time is calculated by integrating the yields weighted by the frequency of events producing the ejecta, dN/dt, over the lifetime of supernovae activity in the superbubble from ∼3 to ∼37 Myr after star formation (the association is assumed to be coeval), corresponding to the lifetime of a 25 M star and an 8 M star, respectively. Seemingly all supernovae, independent of the progenitor star's mass, release about 10 51 erg of ejecta kinetic energy (see, e.g., Woosley & Weaver 1995), so we can assume that every supernova in the superbubble accelerates cosmic rays with approximately the same efficiency. The accumulated mass of 32 S and 34 S inside a superbubble of 150 stars is shown in Figure 7 .
The time-averaged accumulated ejecta mass of an isotope, weighted by GCR-accelerating supernovae events, in a superbubble enclosing a coeval OB association is calculated by integrating the accumulated mass multiplied by dN/dt over the time period of supernovae activity. Dividing this quantity by the total accumulated mass of the ejecta of all elements yields the ejecta mass fraction of an isotope x, (F x ) ejecta . The abundance of isotope x in the superbubble will consist of a fraction f ej of ejecta material and 1 − f ej ISM material. The interstellar isotopic mass fraction (F x ) ISM is assumed to be the same as solar (Lodders 2003 ; unless astronomical observations of interstellar isotopic composition are available). The superbubble mass 
The superbubble isotope number ratios, which are needed to compare with the GCR observations, are the ratios of these mass fractions multiplied by the inverse of the isotope masses, e.g., 34 S 32 S sb = 32 34
FIP and Volatility
The derived 31 P/ 32 S GCR source ratio of 4.63% ± 0.64% is a factor of 2.34 ± 0.34 larger than the solar system value. This enhancement could be a result of preferential acceleration of the moderately volatile P over the volatile S, or it could be due to a larger amount of P in the GCR source environment. It is necessary, therefore, to calculate the 31 P/ 32 S ratio in the cosmic ray seed population to determine what is responsible for the 31 P/ 32 S enhancement in the GCRs observed at Earth. The 31 P/ 32 S superbubble ratio, calculated as described above with f ej = 0.2 (derived from other GCR species as described earlier) is equal to 2.46%, or ∼1.24 times the solar system ratio. Therefore, the enhancement in the derived 31 P/ 32 S GCR source ratio is most likely due to a bias in the acceleration mechanism and not due to an isotopically anomalous source environment. Sulfur and phosphorus break the FIP-volatility correlation as mentioned earlier, so this enhancement in 31 P over 32 S lends support to the suggestion that volatility is the controlling parameter in the observed fractionation of the GCRs. A number of previous studies (George et al. 2001; Ellison et al. 1997 ) have used various elemental abundance ratios to address the question of whether FIP or volatility is the parameter controlling the observed fractionation. Most have favored volatility, but without sufficient statistical significance to be regarded as conclusive.
Dust/Grain Composition of ISM and Supernova Ejecta
The acceleration efficiency of dust-forming GCR species compared to gas-phase species can be investigated within the set of GCR source abundances derived in this work. Argon, a noble gas, will exist solely in the gas phase inside the superbubble. Conversely, calcium is almost completely depleted out of the gas phase in the interstellar medium and must be confined in dust grains (Savage & Sembach 1996; Jenkins 2004) , so it mostly exists in grains in the GCR seed material. Therefore, the 36 Ar/ 40 Ca ratio in the GCR source relative to the solar system provides a way to measure the efficiency for accelerating grains compared to that for accelerating gas over this mass and charge range.
In the superbubble core the expected 36 Ar/ 40 Ca ratio is calculated as was done earlier for 31 P/ 32 S and was found to be 1.46, which is close to the solar system ratio of 1.42. The GCR source 36 Ar/ 40 Ca ratio is 0.224 ± 0.009, which is a factor of 6.4 ± 0.3 smaller than the solar system ratio. Therefore, the lower value in the GCR source ratio can be attributed to the increased acceleration efficiency for dust grains. This provides the grain/gas efficiency factor that will be used in the following calculations.
Assuming that the ISM and ejecta material inside the superbubble can be either in grain or gas form, Equation (8) becomes
where ε dust is 6.4, f ej is 0.2, d
x ISM is the dust fraction of isotope x in the ISM, and d x ejecta is the dust fraction of isotope x in the ejecta.
4.3.1.
34 S/ 32 S at the GCR Source
The mass fraction of the sulfur isotopes 32 S and 34 S at the GCR source can be calculated from Equation (10). The interstellar mass fraction of the sulfur isotopes, (F32 S ) ISM and (F34 S ) ISM , is taken to differ from the solar system values based on a spectroscopic line survey of monosulfides in 20 star-forming regions by Chin et al. (1996) . The 34 S/ 32 S ratio deduced near the Sun is ∼0.03, about 30% lower than the solar system ratio, taken to be the terrestrial ratio of 0.0444 given by Lodders (2003) . The ejecta mass fractions, (F32 S ) ejecta and (F34 S ) ejecta , are calculated as described in Section 4.1.
34 S is more abundantly synthesized relative to 32 S in the OB-association ejecta, resulting in an ejecta 34 S/ 32 S ratio of 0.053. A recent study of dust condensation in SN 1987A by Ercolano et al. (2007) shows a much lower dust condensation efficiency of refractories than previously estimated. Ercolano et al. (2007) suggest that a 20 M star exploding as a supernova would condense only 0.05% of its refractory ejecta into grains. Therefore, it can be assumed that the amount of ejecta dust condensation of sulfur, a volatile, would be essentially zero. The ejecta dust fraction of the sulfur isotopes, d 32 S ejecta and d 34 S ejecta , is taken to be zero. Interstellar sulfur is thought to exist solely in the gas phase in the diffuse interstellar medium (Savage & Sembach 1996; Snow & Witt 1996; Howk et al. 2006 ), but it has been historically assumed to be almost entirely depleted out of the gas phase onto dust grains in molecular clouds (Jansen et al. 1994; Tieftrunk et al. 1994; Millar & Herbst 1990) . However, arguments have been made against large sulfur depletions in molecular clouds due to the absence of strong IR features due to sulfur-bearing ices, in addition to other issues as described in Goicoechea et al. (2006, and references therein) . The fraction of sulfur in grains in the Horsehead photodissociation region was recently calculated to be less than 75% (Goicoechea et al. 2006) , and can be very close to undepleted (100% gas phase) if the gas is warmer than 30 K. Grain-phase sulfur exists in interstellar dust grains called GEMS (Bradley et al. 1999) , which have been proposed to be representative of the GCR source material (Westphal & Bradley 2004) . The sulfur grain/gas fraction in different galactic environments is an interesting open question, one that observations of GCRs can possibly address. The calculated superbubble GCR ratio is plotted as a function of the fraction of interstellar sulfur in grains in Figure 8 .
The derived GCR source 34 S/ 32 S ratio does not stringently constrain the ISM sulfur grain fraction within 1σ errors. The same analysis can be applied to the 31 P/ 32 S superbubble ratio, as shown in Figure 9 . The ejecta grain fraction of moderately volatile phosphorus is assumed, like sulfur, to be zero. The fraction of interstellar phosphorus in grains was measured to . Superbubble 31 P/ 32 S ratio as a function of the interstellar P grain fraction, for a 10% and 100% fraction of interstellar S in grains. The derived GCR source 31 P/ 32 S ratio is plotted as a horizontal line, with dotted lines showing the uncertainty on this ratio. The hot and cold ISM band widths span the uncertainties given by Cartledge et al. (2006) . be 0.14 ± 0.04 in the cold ISM and 0.67 ± 0.04 in the hot ISM (Cartledge et al. 2006) . If 100% of the interstellar sulfur is assumed to be in grains, the superbubble 31 P/ 32 S ratio is not consistent with the derived 31 P/ 32 S in the cosmic rays for any grain fraction of ISM phosphorus. However, if 10% of the interstellar sulfur is in grains, the superbubble 31 P/ 32 S ratio is consistent with the observed cosmic ray source ratio at the appropriate ISM phosphorus grain fraction for the hot ISM. The interstellar material near star-forming regions mixed into the superbubble core is hot, so a phosphorus grain fraction of ∼0.67 is appropriate for the GCR seed material. This material is much warmer than 30 K, so the 10% interstellar sulfur grain fraction is consistent with that derived in warmer environments by Goicoechea et al. (2006) and is inconsistent with a large sulfur depletion onto dust grains in the GCR source environment. It should be noted that there is an uncertainty on the derived superbubble abundances, though it is not clear how to obtain an estimate of it. The noble gas argon exists solely in the gas phase in the superbubble core. The expected 38 Ar/ 36 Ar ratio in the superbubble is calculated as the 34 S/ 32 S and 31 P/ 32 S ratios were calculated, and is found to be 0.203, which is about 1.1σ larger than the derived GCR source ratio (Table 6) .
Calcium, a refractory element, exists almost entirely as grains in the interstellar medium (Jenkins 2004) . The expected superbubble 44 Ca/ 40 Ca ratio is calculated to range from 0.0200 if the ejecta material is entirely gaseous, to 0.0156 if the ejecta is all dust. The GCR source 44 Ca/ 40 Ca ratio was derived to be 0.0195 with a large uncertainty of 0.0112, so it is not possible to constrain the amount of condensation of supernova grains with this ratio. Since calcium is refractory, the Ca ejecta grain fraction is equivalent to the supernova dust condensation efficiency. This is an important parameter that is relevant to other areas of astrophysics; constraining this parameter with other cosmic ray refractories could provide valuable insight into the galactic dust environment.
The 48 Ca/ 40 Ca GCR source ratio was determined with CRIS 48 Ca abundances by Wiedenbeck et al. (2001a) . The neutronrich, doubly magic isotope 48 Ca is almost entirely of primary origin in the cosmic rays, the secondary correction is small, so its source abundance can be derived to high accuracy. The 48 Ca/ 40 Ca GCR source ratio was determined to be 0.0024 ± 0.0002 (slightly higher than the Lodders 2003 solar system ratio of 0.0019). The calculation of the superbubble abundances of 48 Ca, and to a lesser degree 44 Ca, depends very sensitively Vol. 695 on the frequency and explosion details of Type Ia supernovae (Woosley et al. 1998) . A superbubble 48 Ca/ 40 Ca ratio cannot be accurately determined given the uncertainty in the frequencies of different varieties of Type Ia supernovae inside a superbubble, so it is not possible to significantly constrain the supernova dust condensation efficiency from this ratio. Ca ratio, the grain/ gas efficiency factor was calculated to be 6.4 ± 0.3. The derived GCR source phosphorus and sulfur composition is in agreement with the superbubble origin if the P and S dust fractions of the interstellar material (which composes 80% of the GCR source environment) is consistent with recent astronomical observations of similar hot galactic environments: about 10% of the sulfur and about 67% of the phosphorus in grains, with the remainder in gas.
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